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Abstract. A tremendous amount of machine-interpretable information
is available in the Linked Open Data Cloud. Unfortunately, much of
this data remains underused as machine clients struggle to use the Web.
We believe this can be solved by giving machines interfaces similar to
those offered to humans, instead of separate interfaces such as sparql
endpoints. We discuss the Linked Data Fragments vision on machine
access to the Web of Data, and indicate how this impacts usage analysis
of the lod Cloud. A lot can be learned from how humans access the
Web, and those strategies can be applied to querying and analysis. In
particular, we encourage to focus first on solving queries that humans
can answer easily, before attempting more difficult challenges.
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1 The consequences of a non-restrictive interface

Web servers are essentially http front-ends on top of some specific internal data
collection. The part of the Web that is targeted at humans works as follows:
a browser sends a request through http [4], in response to which a server sends
an html representation of a resource [3]. This is how the Web was designed in
the early 1990s, and how it continues to function today, even though the types of
clients have drastically changed. For instance, Web or native applications would
typically access data as follows: a client send a request through http, in response
to which a server sends a json representation. It would thus only be natural to
assume that intelligent agents would send an http request for a resource and
retrieve an rdf representation.

However, as we are all aware, the Semantic Web has opted for a different way.
Instead of using the http protocol directly, it uses the sparql protocol [2], which
essentially gives a client direct access to the underlying database. The equivalent
of this on the “human Web” would be that servers provide direct (read-only) sql
access to their relational databases. This of course does not happen in practice,
as the http interface purposely limits the complexity of queries clients can ask.
The consequences are far-reaching: more than half of all public sparql endpoints
have less than 95% availability [1]. As a comparison, availability on the rest of
the Web is generally measured in “number of nines”, i.e., 99.9% or 99.99% [7].
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2 Giving machines similar interfaces as humans
The availability problems of public sparql endpoints make them unreliable
for use in real-world applications; hence, the Linked Open Data Cloud remains
heavily underused. We believe that the sparql protocol puts too much of
a burden on servers. Therefore, we suggest to follow the approach that has been
proven to work on the rest of the Web: resource-based http access with specific
representations (html, json, rdf, . . . ) for specific types of clients (humans,
applications, intelligent agents, . . . ).

Instead of asking to execute very specific queries on the server side, clients
should construct complex answers themselves by only asking simple questions to
servers. This reduces the load on those servers and brings the scalability to a level
that is comparable to the rest of the Web. A concrete proposal is an interface
consisting of basic Linked Data Fragments [7], providing triple-pattern-based
access to an rdf dataset. Such an interface can be offered at low cost with high
availability, while still allowing efficient query execution by clients.

3 Analyzing client-side query execution
The execution of queries at the client side brings new challenges for usage
analysis of data in the lod Cloud. With sparql endpoints, server http logs are
straightforward to interpret: each line in a log file corresponds to a single query,
providing a lot of context for interpretation. With more limited apis, such as
a basic Linked Data Fragments api, only small parts of a more complex query
can be seen (and that query might well not have been a sparql query). This
leads to totally different log data, and thus requires new analysis techniques.

However, since such access patterns are—to a certain extent—similar to access
patterns on the rest of the Web, we might find inspiration in techniques used to
track human usage of websites. For instance, the Referer http header might track
the flow between http requests, in order to visualize the dependencies within
queries. Tracking this header has previously been suggested in the context of
Linked Data collections [6]. If certain request combinations occur often, responses
could be adjusted so that fewer subsequent requests are needed [5]. To make their
intent more clear, clients could consider sending extra metadata in the headers.
For instance, they could detail the query they are executing.

There is still a lot more to learn from the human Web. For instance, if people
have good or bad experiences when accessing a certain website, they can often
provide feedback about this in the form of comments. Such feedback could also be
generated by automated clients. If a vocabulary and a simple http interface are
created, clients could post their feedback as a Turtle document. As an example,
a client could say that a certain query unexpectedly took a long time to execute.

While some of the above might sound like science fiction at first, it is actually
straightforward to implement these concepts. After all, they have been in use on
the human Web for more than a decade, so their feasibility has been proven. In
general, we believe that the Semantic Web has been overly ambitious by directly
proposing an interface that is much more powerful than any other interface on
the Web. Let us first aim to make automated clients do those things that already
work on the human Web, before attempting even more difficult challenges.
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